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R.J.P. Williams FRS (1926-2015)
On March 21, 2015 Professor R.J.P. (Bob) Williams passed away.
He was an Honorary Member of the European Calcium Society which
he supported from the very beginning. He will be remembered by
his colleagues, his numerous coworkers and students as an eminent
scientist, a devoted teacher and an unforgettable stimulator in
discussions whom we will especially miss at our ECS meetings. Bob
was a pioneer in the ﬁeld of Bioinorganic Chemistry reﬂected by his
life-long interest in the complex chemistry of metal ions in biological
systems with substantial contributions to our understanding of the
evolution of life.
Bob Williams was born in 1926. He studied Chemistry at Merton
College, Oxford, graduating in 1948. During the course of his Part II
work with Professor Irving the Irving-Williams series of the stabilities
of complex ions was discovered, which is of paramount importance in
both non-living and living systems. After his doctor's degree at Oxford
in 1950 he spent a post-doctoral year with Professor A. Tiselius
(Uppsala, Sweden). Back in Oxford he became a Junior Research Fellow
atMerton before he became lecturer and tutor in Chemistry atWadham
College, 1955-65. After a year at Harvard University, 1965-66, with
Professor B.L. Vallee, he was teaching biochemistry until 1974, when
hewas electedNapier Royal Society Research Professor at theUniversity
of Oxford. He retired in 1995 to an Emeritus Fellowship at Wadham
College and an Emeritus Professorship of the University of Oxford. His
proposal in 1961 of a proton-gradient-driven ATP formation as the
driving force of bio-energetics strongly stimulated the discussion of
that time which ﬁnally led to the formulation of the chemiosmotic
theory by Peter Mitchell.
Bob Williams was elected Fellow of The Royal Society in 1972 and
became a Foreign Member of the Swedish, Portugese, Czechoslovakian
and Belgian science academies. He received various medals of the
Biochemical Society, the Royal Society, the Royal Society of Chemistry,
the European Biochemical Societies and of the International Union of
Biochemistry. He hold honorary degrees from Louvain, Leicester, Keel,
Lisbon and East Anglia Universities. Bob Williams was a founder
member of the Oxford Enzyme group in which he and his colleagues
devised many new methods for the study of in vitro and in vivo
biological systems, especially using nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy. He published more than 700 articles, reviews and books
during his impressive career.
Bob Williams was passionate about his science which was
recognized by receiving the MBE award in 2010. Wadham College
honoured him by the creation of the RJP Williams Junior Research
Fellowship in Chemistry, the RJP Williams Lectureship, and the
Knowles-Williams Tutorial Fellowship.
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